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Abstract

In a seminal paper from 1935 Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen produced one of the most powerful
weapon against the unpredictability of the world ensured by quantum mechanics. The recent pro-
duction of entangled states, with all its possible future applications in quantum computation, re-open
the possibility of testing EPR states on physical grounds. The present work intends to present a
challenge to the wedding of classical (special) relativity with quantum mechanics, the so called rel-

ativistic quantum mechanics. Making use of the same apparatus devised in EPR, it is shown that
non local quantum states are incompatible with either their possibility of being measured or else
with Lorentz invariance (or even with both).
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The quantum indeterminism of the fundamental phys-
ical laws have challenged the positivist physicists from its
very beginning. A large number of plausible claims were
thus devised till the midst to this century, which intended
to make it clear either an incompleteness of that theory,
or else some kind of implyed inconsistency at the classical
level. One of the most known amongst them is the `EPR
paradox' [1]. In a re�ned form, that work pretended to
send faster-than-light information between classical ob-
servers by making use of non local (entangled) quantum
states, in blatant contradiction with the Special Relativ-
ity Theory. After a great work on this speci�c \paradox",
it was realized that no information at all was being for-
warded by any observer. Particularly, it was due to Bell
[2] a formal proof against local (non contextual) hidden
variables, later con�rmed by experimentation.
Most of the scienti�c community now regards EPR's

work as a philosophical a priori, without deeper connec-
tions with the `real' world of physics, i.e., with mea-

surements. Notwithstanding, recent works on quantum
optics [3] have claimed to having produced and mea-
sured macroscopically correlated states (\Schr�odinger's
cat states"), which are essentially the same as EPR
states. Such states refer to the quantum entanglement
of the polarizations of the two photons produced by
particle-antiparticle annihilation. Simple quantum me-
chanics yields that these polarizations must be opposite
to one another, but only after a suitable measure can one
talk about which they are. Perhaps an EPR reasoning
could be useful.
Let us consider a given entangled state of two pho-

tons as described above. It is usually represented as
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j i = (j1; +i j2; �i � j1; �i j2; +i) =p2, where the num-
bers may label distinct regions of space (e.g., the paths of
the two photons), while the � labels indicate the polar-
ization mode (with no reference to which direction1 this
polarization refers to). The relative minus sign means a
singlet state, corresponding to zero total polarization of
the quantum system.
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FIG. 1. A source S of entangled photons and the two polar-
izer/photo-detectors. The �rst measure at D1 is undertaken
far before the second one (at D2). The azimuthal alignment
between the polarizers P1 and P2 may be arbitrarily set.

If one of such correlated photons hits a polarizer (P1)
then, provided nothing had happened with the other pho-
ton, the polarizer will thus de�ne the polarization direc-
tion for such a photon as its own axis, and therefore for
the other photon as well (as they form a single system). A

1We will discuss here only linear polarization modes, for
which a `direction' makes sense. Elliptical and circular polar-
ization modes could similarly be considered, with no essential
modi�cation on the argument.
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suitable photo-detector system (D1) can be placed right
after the polarizer to provide a classical information of
measurement of this photon (which may even include a
measurement of whether a + or a � state was found to
be there). That the other photon of such an arranged
system would end up with the opposite polarization is
a physical statement, which can be measured afterwards
by a similar polarizer P2 and photo-detector D2 systems.
See �gure 1.
Sources of very weak beams are available, allowing one

to make sense in describing what happens2 when a sin-
gle pair of entangled photons are to be detected. Let us
consider this case in order to simplify the analysis. Co-
incidence on the D1 and D2 \classical" measurements
can therefore be found if and only if the azimuthal angle
� between the axes of the two polarizers is not a right
angle.
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FIG. 2. A spacetime diagram (in two dimensions) of the
experiment. The entangled photons are produced at E, and
are focalized towards the polarizers. C marks the arriving
signal at D1, while B refers to the arriving signal at P2. And
similarly for D and A. Vertical lines represent the world lines
of the apparatus (at rest) described in �gure 1. We denote by
� the width of the pulse. Note that the distances p1 and d1
(as well as p2 = p1 and d2 = d1) are not at the same scale.

So far so good. But what to say if the above experi-
ment is changed in such a way that the source S now dis-
tances just the same3 from the polarizers (p1

:
= S P1 =

S P2
:
= p2), and also from the detectors (d1

:
= S D1 =

S D2
:
= d2)? To avoid interpretation misconceptions,

let us consider the main hypothesis: the wave packages
describing the two photons are sharp enough to ensure
that, when one of the wave fronts hits D1 (event C) the
wave front of the other one had already hit P2 (event
B); and similarly for the other one (events D and A, re-
spectively). E denotes the origin of the photon pair at

2No ontological \realistic" picture will be assumed, however.
3These distances may di�er a bit, as it will soon be shown.

S. See �gure 2.
For the construction above, both photons are to be de-

tected at the same time for a convenient choice of the
relative orientation �. Moreover, they also hit the po-
larizers simultaneously | apart from a quantum inde-
terminacy, whose relevance may vanish if p1 � � and
d1=p1 � 1 � 1 for a given �; we will assume this as a
`classical hypothesis' |. If this is so, both polarizers are
to impose to the corresponding photon their polarization
axes (the orientation of each resulting photon polariza-
tion is not predictable, according to quantummechanics).
The pair of photons emerging from the polarizers can no
longer present total zero polarization for �=� not an inte-
ger. Their eventual detections should con�rm that coin-
cidence at D1 and D2 is now possible even for � = �=2.
This possibility translates itself into probability by re-
peatedly starting the whole process from the very begin-
ning, thus allowing the predicted correlation (i.e., clicks
at random) to be tested by experimental data.
One would face a formal di�culty when trying to

evolve the quantum state by means of a (deterministic)
Schr�odinger equation fromE to C (and D), due to the si-
multaneous determination (at the polarizers) of two non
commuting observables: the polarization at two di�erent
spatial directions. It could be argued that the polarizers
themselves should also be considered as measuring appa-
ratuses, despite nothing is e�ectively being measured

there4. The question will be left aside, its eventual solu-
tion being dependent on philosophical basements (which
we would like to postpone as far as possible). Concern-
ing classical measures, only the triggers (and the pattern
they present) are undoubtedly real.
The experiment provided above can easily be turned

into a relativistic formulation, with the only requirements
that all A; B; C; D belong to the future-directed causal
cone from E, while the connections from B to both A
and C are assumed to be spacelike. And similarly for the
other \arm" of the apparatus (from event A to both B
and D). These requirements are clearly consistent with
the previously considered classical hypothesis. Therefore,
relativistic quantum mechanics should provide a consis-
tent description of the whole picture. From now on only
the choice � = �=2 will be discussed.
Consider now an inertial observer O0 (see �gure 3) at

E in fast motion towards P1. O0 agrees that the en-
tangled pair of photons were produced by the (moving)
source S at E. From Lorentz transformation laws [4],
for such observer the time order of the relevant events
will be t0(E) < t0(A) < t0(B) < t0(C) < t0(D). This
means that, from O0's point of view, P1 `acts' �rst on
the quantum system, thus de�ning the polarization axis
of both photons (as discussed in the context of the �rst

4Note the experimenter only knows a photon had hit the
polarizer after the corresponding detector is �red.
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experiment, �gure 1); therefore, classical detections are
to be expected only at the (moving) detector D1, while
D2 must never trigger5 (Another inertial observer O00

can also be found which moves fast enough to order the
events as t00(E) < t00(A) < t0(C) < t00(B) < t00(D), to
whom the detection at D1 occurs even before P2 can
`start to act' onto the system.) This, of course, predicts
a radically di�erent behavior of the possible patterns of
the classical information (i.e., which detector �res). Af-
ter the end of the experiment, this information can be
interchanged between the observers | and they clearly
should agree, if any physical description from both are to
make sense | by any communication procedure.
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FIG. 3. Possible time orders for the same events of �gure 2.
Drawn are the paths of the two photons until their eventual
detections at D1 and D2. We also show the `orthogonal'
axes of an observer O0 at E fastly moving towards P1, who
describes A occurring �rst than B. An even faster observer
O00 is included, to whom also C occurs �rst than B.

The situation becomes even worser when one consid-
ers an observer ~O0 (or else ~O00) at E moving towards P2
with the same speed than O0 (O00) relative to the inertial
system O (e.g., the lab). As the situation is completely

symmetric, ~O0 ( ~O00) would expect D2 could �re, but D1
must not trigger6. A large number of detections are (in
principle) required in order to provide a clear distinction
between the predictions of O and either O0 (O00) or ~O0

( ~O00), but a single trigger of an ideal detector would suf-

�ce to put either O0 (O00) or ~O0 ( ~O00) into a real trouble.

5 This would be strictly true for ideal polarizers (transmit-
tance e�ciency for polarized light parallel �iM = 1 and perpen-
dicular �im = 1 to the polarizer axis, where i = 1; 2 denotes
the polarizer). Realistic cases are reported of polarizers whose
e�cience ratio �m=�M ranges from 0:050 to 0:025 [5], but this
may reach values of 10�5 [6]. The corresponding value should
apply to the expected ratio of the counters #(D2)=#(D1),
thus making it as small as possible for suitable devices.
6See footnote 5, interchanging D1 with D2.

To summarize, any trigger at any ideal detector would
be impossible to be consistently explained by a suitably
chosen inertial observer. The only result of such an ex-
perience which can still make sense (to all observers) is
no detection at all | but note this would violate Born's
probabilistic interpretation as well |. Seems to us that,
on the grounds of the above, one should choose between
rejecting (at least) one of the following:

� Causal consistency;

� Classical Lorentz transformations;

� Quantum theory of measurement;

� Entangled states.

In author's personal opinion, the weaker concept is the
latter.
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